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End of Life options submission
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Dear JIM unit,

Thank you for inviting this conversation and for the comprehensive and thoughtful consultation
paper that you provided.

I write to saythat lam broadly in support of providing for the choice ofVoluntaryAssisted Death in

circumstances where a person is suffering in the last stages of life My support for this is informed by

my faith. Otheas have written much more comprehensively, with sound theological reasoninS, and I

don't iniendto duplicate or reproducethat here. ln brief, though, the keyelementsofmythinking
are:

-that in the realm ofGod, there is more to rlethan our mortal bodies clinging on to every

breath;

- that the accepiance ofdeath is an important part of life, whatever choices we may make;

that it is inconsistent to claim that God alone is responsible for the moment when death

comes, while at the same time evading death by intervening in other otherwise fatal

illnesses and accidents (notthatallopponentsofVoluntary Assisted Dyingwould make that

claim);

- that it is therefore appropriate to assist people to have dignity, and a measure of control,

around their own death, in the circumstances under consideration;

that as a society, we are capable of maintaining appropriate balances and safeguards

while I would like the synod to take the view that there is a place in our theological understanding

and Christian practice to allow for Voluntary Assisted Dying, I am not confident that we could reach

consensus on it, as I am aware that there are a number of people who are opposed to it and who

have strongly held theological and pastoral concerns

lnevertheless thinkthatthe synod oughtto provide clearguidanceto our members and agencies.

I believe that, should the Victorian law come to allow it, we should agree to allow employees of
Svnod bodiesto assist or facilitate people endingtheir lives in accordance with the provisions ofthe

law, in accordonce with their conscience.

Followine from that, I believe that the Synod should allow the agencies involved to determine

whetherto allow such actionto be undertaken within the facilities forwhich they are responsible,

and how that could be sensitively managed. Part of my reason for concluding that agencies need to

make their own determinations is that I am uncertain about how many people would meet the

criteria ofthe legislation within any particular facility. ln some facilities it may be quite appropriate

to have a sensitivelv managed allowance forthis possibilityi other fa cilities, perhaps with different



levels of care or expectations, mayfind this unhelpfuland perhaps unnecessary. ldo not feelthat I

have enough information about that, nor enough 'local knowledge' of particular situations, to be

able to make a broad statement. Nevertheless, it would be correct to read into this response that I

am not opposed to the possibility of such action occurring in lJniting Church facilities, where indeed

there could be great care and support in the midst ofgriefand love.

Thank you again for the opportunity to make a response, and my apologies that it has come so late.

Yours sincerely,

David Fotheringham (Rev)


